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Abstract

This paper introduces an automatic tool facilitating software reuse. Reusable software
components have the potential to increase productivity and reduce development costs. Several
research and industrial experience reports show that practicing and achieving high levels of
software reusepose technical and managerial challenges. Researchers advocate using compo
nent repository technologies and object-oriented development methods withincomputer-aided
software engineering (CASE) environments to address these challenges. Yet additional re
search is needed to solve them.

Our approach promotes reuse at the specification level rather than merely at the code level.
This paperpresents our research in elevating reuse capabilities withinTROMLAB, a rigorous
development environment for real-time reactive systems. We have developed VISTA (Visual
Interface for Software Reuse in TROMLAB Applications), which supports automatic search
and retrieval of TROMLAB components. VISTA is a visual interface for practicing software
reuse inTROMLAB. VISTA provides facilities tonavigate reusable component repositories, to
inspectcomponents and their dependencies, and to retrieve and modifycomponents for reuse.
VISTA works in conjunction with the graphical user interface ofTROMLAB, thus providing
an environment for active reuse while developing real-time reactive systems. This paper intro
duces VISTA in the context ofTROMLAB. As background, the paper presents an overview of
theTROMLAB environment and theTROM methodology aswell as thecomponents modeled
by TROM. The primary focus is on VISTA, the interface facilitating software reuse within
TROMLAB.

Keywords: SoftwareReuse,Formal Specification, Reusable Component, Component
Repository
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1 Introduction

This paper describes the conceptual and architectural bases for VISTA[16], a Visual Interface for
Softwarereuse in TROMLAB Applications[3, 4], TROMLAB is a rigorous developmentenviron
ment for real-time reactive systems. VISTA works in conjunction with the TROMLAB Environ
ment in assisting users to inspect and retrieve software components that are appropriate for reuse

in specific situations during the design of a real-time reactive system based on the TROM (Timed
Reactive Object Model) methodology [1].

The major motivationfor this work comes from our experience in using TROMLAB to develop
real-time reactive systems and the need for reuse in that development process. In particular,

• the development of complex real-time reactive systems requires sophisticated tool support

for design, design validation, and reasoning about time dependent properties; and

• achieving a high-level of reuse of well-tested design components requires a comprehensive

easy-to-use interface for searching and retrieving software components.

The first point makes reuse worthwhile, whereas the second point makes reuse effective.

Reusable software components in the TROMLAB environment include Larch traits, Larch/C+-f-
specifications, TROM classes, and subsystems configured with TROM class objects. We use the
term component to refer to any of this reusable software. When developers search for a reusable

component using VISTA, they do so over a well-defined implicit metamodel defined by the for
malism governing the TROM methodology. VISTA enable components to be reused in either a
black-box or a white-box fashion. That is, Larch traits, Larch/C+-i- specifications, and reactive

components can be reused without change (black-box) or can be adapted (white-box) to evolving

needs. Since the underpinning formalism separates the granularity and abstraction of design com

ponents between different tiers in the TROM methodology, they can be reused independently as
well. In the current implementation, the VISTA repositories are implemented as a set of Unix file
directories, where each file is either a component or a data structure capturing a relationship be

tween two components. An important direction of future research is the design and implementation

of an object-oriented database for reusable components.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: First we discuss the benefits of software reuse

as this is a prime motivation for our work. Section 3 briefly reviews TROMLAB: the modeling
components of the TROM formalism emphasizing the heterogeneous nature of components; the
TROMLAB environment, the context of VISTA; the structure and behavior of components that
can be reused in the TROMLAB; the static and dynamic relationships among reusable compo
nents. Section 4 explains the capabilities and architecture of VISTA, reuse promotion, design and
implementation issues. Section 5 presents an example of using VISTA within TROMLAB and
Section 6 concludes the.paper with a discussion on the related work and future enhancements.



2 Benefits of Software Reuse

Recent research has shown that software developmentmethodologies that emphasize reuse are in
creasingly followed in industries because of their potential for increased productivity and reduced

software costs. However, in order for the process of software development to improve significantly

there must be investment in tools that promote software reuse. One of the key ingredients for pro

moting software reuse is to build software repositories and develop methods for retrieving com

ponents from the repositories. In the absence of such a tool to support developers in their search

for identifying and retrieving software components, it is not possible to achieve a satisfactory level

of reuse wherein its benefits are fully recognized. The capabilities of VISTA are appropriate for
identifying, inspecting, retrieving and reusing repository components through visual interaction.

Recent reports from industries such as Hewlett-Packard[12], NEC and Fujitsu[6,8], Digital[10],

and IBM[9] suggest that there is a reduction in defective software, increase in return on investment,

improved efficiency in product delivery and, in general, a corporate-wide acceptance of reuse.

Hence it can be argued that the systematic application of reuse to prototyping, development, and

maintenance during the entire software development process is an effective way to reduce cost and

improve software reliability and productivity. Reuse improves performance and promotes portabil
ity and integration of objects in a Plug-and-Play fashion with interoperability between systems. It

supports rapid prototyping and provides a transparent uniformity among systems constructed with

the same components, which in turn leads to sound maintenance.

The TROMLABenvironment employs a methodology and formalisms for developing real-time
reactive systems as well as several tools that enable the production of dependable components.

Reuse is extremely effective when component dependability is assured. In addition, black-box

reuse has even greater advantages:

• Black-box reuse is simpler for the reuser. Much of the benefit of reuse is lost if developers
are forced to understand a component's implementation details to reuse it.

• The real value of reusable code lies in its properties, such as correctness with respect to

its formal specification. When changes are made in the code, the program's behavior is no

longer predictable and consequently properties are not invariant.

• For polymorphic code, failure to rely solely on the specification makes it difficult or impos

sible to determine what constraints client subclasses must respect to ensure predictable and

reliable behavior.

• Reuse products can be thoroughly tested and certified before release. Unless the component

is modified, additional testing is only required to assure the component matches its use.

• Efficient maintenance of a reuse library is possible when the products are not subject to
modifications.



• Managing a black-box reuse program is effective because standard conventions can be im

posed for using the products.

We emphasize black-box reuse, since we focus on the specification level, whereby one does

not need understand the internal details of the code to reuse a component. White-box reuse is

also supported in our approach, since one can modify the internal details of the specification itself,

which might change the behavior of the component.

3 TROMLAB

TR0MLAB[3, 4] is an object-oriented development environment for real-time reactive systems
founded on (TROM) Timed Reactive ObjectModel formalism [1]. The building blocks for devel
oping reactive systems within TROMLAB come from Larch and TROM formalisms. The basic
components and the methodology are explained below.

3.1 An Overview of TROM Methodology

Animation

Tool

Subsystem

Computations

TROM

Computations

Operational Semantics

Requirements Specification in
Temporal Logic (TL)

System Configuration
Specification

Timed Reactive Object
Model

Larch Shared Language
(LSL)

3-Tiered Design
Specification

PVS
>

Formal Verification

System theory:

Synch. Axioms in TL

TROM theory:

Axioms in TL

First order

logic

Logical Semantics

Figure 1: Overview of TROM Methodology

The TROM methodology is a fusionof Object-Oriented(OO) design withreal-timetechnology.
The three-tier structure of the design specification introduced by Achuthan[l] is shown in Figure 1.

The three tiers independently specify system configurations, reactive objects, and abstract data

types, by importing lower-tier specifications into upper tier. Abstract data types are specified as
LSL(Larch Shared Language)[ll] traits in the lower tier and can be used by objects instantiated

fromTROMclasses. The middle-tierformalizes the behavior of reactiveobjectsas TROMclasses.
A TROM class is modeled as a hierarchical finite state machine augmented with attributes, time
constraints, and logical assertions governing transitions. The static structure of a TROM class



includes port types and input/output events. The upper-most tier specifies object collaboration,
where each object is a TROM class having a single thread of control. TROM objects communicate
via synchronous message passing, which occurs at a port associated with the TROM object in
response to an event.

Since this methodology is founded on GO principles, it naturally supports reuse by allowing
definition of generic components that can be specialized, refined, and reapplied to create new
applications.

3.2 The TROM LAB Environment

The TROM LAB environment supports specification, design, validation and verification ofsubsys
tems composed of TROM classes. The environment proposes a two-pronged strategy to contain
complexity: the object-oriented framework supportsiterative design, design refinements and hence
reduces design complexity; the animator and the verification subsystems provide the tool support
necessary for validating the design and verifying time-dependent properties during design evolu
tion.
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Figure 2: Structure of TROMLAB

Figure 2 shows the context and role of VISTA within TROMLAB as well as the TROMLAB struc

ture.

TROMLAB GUI - [18] This GUI enables the visual modeling of system components and
provides a comprehensive interaction facility for a developer during specification, design,
simulation, and reasoning in TROMLAB;



• Interpreter - [19] This tool parses and syntacticallychecks a specificationand constructsan
internal representation;

• Simulation - [4] This tool animates a subsystem based on the internal representation and
enables a systematic validation of the specified system;

• Verification - This tool verifies time-dependent properties in TROM classes andsubsystems
using PVS[2];

• VISTA - VISTA includes component reuse libraries, editors, and query processors interacting
through a graphical user interface. When invoked independently, this tool supports the de
velopmentof Larch components and maintains the Larch/C-i~i- reuse library (See Section 3).
From within TROMLAB, VISTA also enables theediting, viewing, navigation, andretrieval
of TROM classes and subsystems (See Section 2.3).

Together, the VISTA andTROMLAB GUIsprovide a comprehensive visual framework for access
ing both static and dynamic information of a reactive system. Invoking VISTA from the TROM
LAB GUI, one can view and search among the static information in repositories and the dynamic
information generated up and until the invocation of VISTA. This provide two major benefits:

• The integration of new product development (through TROMLAB) and specification reuse
(through VISTA).

• The animation of heterogeneous prototypes constructed by reusing the components in the
reuse library.

TROMLAB and VISTA also enable visibility into both the evolving product and the development
process; both GUIs support visualizing componentsand their relationships while TROMLAB also
supports definition, enactment, and visualization of development activities.

3.3 TROMLAB Components

Within TROMLAB, the components arising in design include TROM objects and components
included in them, components assembled using TROM classes, and components arisingfrom their
refinements. More specifically, in the TROMLAB there are fourbasiccomponent types:

• LSL traits

• Larch/C-i-+(LCPP) interface specifications

• TROM reactive object models which defineclasses

• SOS subsystem configuration specifications



These four kinds of components can be reused across designs in the TROMLAB environment.

These components are structurally and behaviorally different. Different categories of relationships
are possible among components depending upon whether or not they are of the same kind. The
TROM methodology uses components at three distinct levels and uses components from onelevel
for constructing components in the next higher level. Thus, when components from a lower level
are included in composing a component in a higher level, the structure and behavior of included

components affect the structure and behavior of the defined component. The behavior of the com
posed component is the logical consequence closure of the union of the behaviors of the compo
nents in the composition. We discuss the structure, behavior, and relationships of components in
this section.

3.3.1 Larch Components - IVaits and Interface Specifications

Larch is a property-oriented specification language. It uses a two-tiered approach to formal spec
ifications. The first tier, using Larch Shared Language(LSL), provides programming language
independent specifications defining the structure and behavior of abstract data types and general
theories of objects. Each unit of a LSL specification is called a trait. A trait specifies either a
data type or any theory to be combined with a data type. The second tier, using a Larch Interface
Language(LIL), provides specifications of the components of a software system. The interface
language is particular to the programming language used for the software system and defines the
interfaces of the components of the system. The traits in the LSL tier can be referred in the in
terface tier. An LSL trait is written in the equational algebraic style. Each equation is an axiom
in first order predicate logic. The interface specifications are written using Hoare style pre- and
postconditions.

The Larch/C-i-i- interface specification language is appropriate for components in TROMLAB.
Larch/C-i~f- has been discussed in [5] in the contextof developing interfacespecifications for com
mercial class libraries. Specifications written in Larch/C-i~i- for implementable components serve
a useful purpose in reuse. Thus, VISTA promotes both black-box and white-box reuse at the spec
ification level rather than at the code level. The reuse repository includes a large numberof LSL
traits and Larch/C-i~i- specifications developed in the context of formalizing the interface specifi
cations for a number of classes chosen from the Rogue Wave Tools.h++[17], a rich, robust and
versatile C-i~f- foundation class library. Virtually any programming chore can be done using the
classes fromthis library. Tools.h-i-f- is an industry standard. The functionalities provided by Rogue
Wave Tools.h-f-+ library suits therequirements of a widerange of applications in large-scale indus
trial software development. It is claimed[17] that the Rogue Wave Tools.h-i~i- class library is built
to achieve four basic goals: efficiency, simplicity, compactness, and predictability. This perfectly
fits with the criteria for black-box reuse.



TROM Controller [@P,@G]
Events: NearIP, ExitlP, LoiuerlG, RaiselG
State: *C1,G2,C.3,C'4
Attributes: inSet : PSet;
Traits: Set[@P, PSet] /* Link to LSL tier */
Attribute-function:

Glr^ {]\G2,CZ,CAr^ {inSety,
Transition Spec:

Ri : (Gl,C2); Near?(true)-,
true inSet' = insert(p\d,mSet)',

R2 '• (C'2,C2), {C3,C3); A''ea7'?(-i(pid G inSet);
true => inSet' = msert(pid, m5et);

R3 : (G2,G3); Lower\[true)\ true => true\
R4 : (C3,C3); Exit?{p\d G inSet)-,

(size(inSet) > 1) => inSet' = delete[pi\dGnSet)\
Rs : (C3,G4); ExiGlpid G inset)\

(size{inSet) = 1) inSet' = c/e/ete(pid, m5et);
/?6 : (G4, Gl); Raise\[true)\ true => true]

Time-constraints:

[Ri, Lower, [0,2],{})
(i?5,-Roise,[0,2],{})

end

Figure 3: A Class specification for a Controller.

3.3.2 Reactive Components - TROM Classes

A TROM class is a hierarchical finite state machine augmented with ports, attributes, logical as
sertions on the attributes, and timing constraints. A state in a TROM class can represent either a
real-valued information of an environment object, such as the positionof a moving train, or a sys
tem state. A state can be either simple or complex. In the later case, the state has substates, where

each state can be either simple or complex. A TROM class can include two kinds of attributes:
port types, and LSL traits. The inclusion of an LSL trait brings in to the model the abstract data
model and consequently the abstract operations defined on it. A port has unique port-type and is
an accesspoint for bidirectional communication between a TROM class and its environment (e.g.,
TROMs). A port-type determines the allowable messages at a particular port. A TROM class can
have multipleports of the same port-type and/or different port-types. An event is an activity that
happens in an atomic interval of time while an action is an activity that happens in non-atomic
interval of time (finite).

Figure 3 provides the textual description of a reactive object (a gate controller). The name of
the TROM class followed by its elements is presented for composing its specification. The mod
eling components of a TROM class are finite state machines, port types, LSL traits, and timing
constraints. Each modeling element has a formal meaning. Consequently, a TROM class descrip
tion has an abstract internaldescription[19]. From this internal representation, objects of a TROM



SCS TrainGateSystem
Include:

Instantiate:

.4i,..., Am. :: Train[@C.: n].Create[)
B\,.. .,B„ :: Controller[@P : m.,@G : l].Create()
Ci,..., C'„ :: Gate[@S : l\.Creaie[)

Configure:
V? 6 1 . .. m, j £ 1 ... n
Ai.@Cj <-)• Bj.@pi
Bj.@gi <->• Cj.@si

end

Figure 4: System configuration specification for Train-Gate-Controller system.

class are obtained by instantiation. Since the characteristics of TROM classes are encapsulated
in their definition, it is possible for a TROM class to inherit the characteristics of another TROM

class. The specification enviomment in VISTA permits the reuse of LSL traits from the library as
well as composing them on the fly. In either case, it is VISTA's responsibility to make them avail
able. After composing a TROM class from a set,of modeling components, it is submitted to the
Interpreter. If it is syntacticallycorrect, VISTA may be invokedto save it in the reuse library. The
relationship between a new TROM class and LSL traits is automaticallycomputed and updated in
the reuse repository.

3.3.3 System Configuration Components

A System Configuration Specification {SCS) defines a subsystem composed of TROM objects.
Figure 4 shows an example of SCS, which has Include, Instantiate, and Configure sections. Include

is used to import other subsystems. Instantiate introduces reactive objects instantiated from the
reactive components. As a generic class, a reactive component can give rise to an infinite collection

of reactive objects having the same behavior and differing only in the attribute values, such as

number of ports of each type. Any other attribute may be initialized at the time of instantiation.

The objects specified in the Instantiate clause and the imported subsystems in the Include clause

are composed to obtain a configuration through the Configuration clause. The communication

links between compatible ports of interacting objects are set up through the composition operator

If the set of input message sequences at one port is a subset of the output message sequences

at the other port, then the two ports are compatible and this relationship is symmetric.

A subsystem component is composed only from instantiated objects of reactive components. It

is also possible to include an already composed subsystem in defining a new subsystem. A subsys

tem is implemented by recursively aggregating all included subsystems and suitably defining port

links. In a subsystem, port links are established between TROM objects, whereas in the included
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subsystems, theport linksareestablished with theTROMobjects. This facilitates the development
of large subsystems as the available components can be reused as such. After composition, a sub
system may be saved by invoking VISTA. All inherent relationships within a subsystem, and the
relationships betweena new subsystem and those subsystems in the reuse libraryare automatically
recomputed and updated in the reuse repository.

4 VISTA

VISTA is much like an electronic library where users can navigate, view, and reuse the software

components. It has two tiers the visual interface and the database manager.

4.1 Architecture of VISTA

The components of VISTA are shown in Figure 5. To support modularity and extensibility of
the tool, we followed 00 design principles. The database manager tier consists of the following
components; a WorkspaceManager (WM), an Object Manager (CM), a Query Handler (QH), and

six repositories for (i) LSL traits and versions, (ii) LarchlC-\-\- specifications and versions, and
(iii) TROMs and subsystems.
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• The Workspace Manager - This component manages the allocation and deallocation of

the specification workspace in VISTA. The Workspace Manager is invoked by the Object
Manager for the purpose of editing files.

• The Object Manager - This component maintains and manipulates versions of all TROM-
LAB components. The VISTA GUI invokes the Object Manager whenever a file has to be
inspected or edited. The Object Manager initiates the search for the file. If the search is

successful, the reference to the file is then passed on to the Workspace Manager. The Query
Handler can also invoke the Object Manager by specifying a filename or certain keywords.
The keywords may refer to the names of the traits, TROM classes and/or subsystems.

Query Handler - This component handles all the queries about TROMLAB components
in the database and has three components, QH for traits, QH for LCPP and QH for TROM

classes and subsystems. Query Handler can satisfy the following type of queries:

1. List the names of subsystems.

2. List the names of available TROM classes.

3. List the LSL traits used by a particular TROM class.

4. List the LSL traits of a particular type (original as well as derived).

5. List the hierarchy of versions of a particular type of TROM classes or LSL traits.

6. List the hierarchy tree of included subsystems within a subsystem and LSL traits in
cluded in each TROM class along with their textual descriptions. For each trait, the
version hierarchy can also be requested.

7. Display the textual description of components; if graphical descriptions are requested,
VISTA invokes TROMLAB GUI, which takes over the dialog with the user.

LSL Traits Repository - This repository maintains Larch traits that are guaranteed to be
syntactically and semantically correct. This repository currently contains traits from the
Larch library[l 1] and Larch specifications of the Rogue Wave Library C-H- classes[17] de
veloped at Concordia University[5].

LSL Traits Versions - This repository is the working directory of Larch traits developed
by a VISTA user. A user may either develop a new trait or a version of an existing trait.
Versions are maintained in a hierarchy, managed within VISTA. It is up to the user to declare
whether a refined Larch trait is a version. No semantic checking is made to ascertain the

logical relationship between versions. The user can use LP to check for desirableproperties
before declaring a trait as a version of another. Traits from this repository can be moved into
the LSL traits repository once they have passed syntactic and semantic analysis.

11



• LCPP Repository - This repository contains Larch/C++ interface specifications that have
been syntactically checked by the Larch/C-H- tool. At the current time, this repository con
tains interface specifications for the Rogue Wave Library classes. These components can be
utilized by the simulation tool during the validation phase.

• LCPP Versions - This repository is the working directory of Larch/C++ interface specifi
cations developed by a VISTA user. A Larch/C++ specification canbe a subtype of another
Larch/C+-i- specification[13]. The user can use Larch/C+-i- tools to ascertain such a relation

ship. VISTA maintains versions of Larch/C-i~i- specifications in a hierarchical structure.

The four repositories maintaining LSI traits and versions and LCPP specifications and versions
compose VISTA's Larch reuse library. VISTA also maintains the repository of TROM classes
and the repository of subsystem configuration specifications(SCS), although there is no distinc
tion made between those that have been analyzed, and those that are still being developed. The
VISTA GUI provides graphical representations of the hierarchy trees, provides information on the
components in the repositories, enables querying, and navigation of the TROMLAB components.

The TROMLAB GUI hands offto the VISTA GUI in the following instances:

• a user wants to fetch an LSI traitor anLCPP from theLarch/C-l-j- reuse library;

• a user wants to save a version of a trait or Larch/C++ specification;

• a user wants to retrieve, edit and/or save a TROM class or SCS subsystem.

4.2 VISTA Design Issues

The threemajorfunctions of VISTA are repository management, navigation and visualization and
reuse promotion. Navigation and visualization are facilitated by activities such as querying, re
trieving component information, redefining components, and recording redefined components in
the reuse repository. Repository management for large-scale reuse of software components is a
challenging task. For now, we have adopted a simplerepository approach: UNIX files and direc
tories. The reuse phase composes new components using components from the library, invoking
other software libraries and editors to assure completeness and consistency of the component.
VISTA design takes into account other criteria, such asproviding good user interaction facilities to
facilitate VISTA's three main functions.

We have assumed that most VISTA users are aware of the formalisms and languages governing
TROMLAB components. That is, users are familiar with the classification hierarchy and contents
of the repository. VISTA is designed to help users in understanding the formalism of a reactive
system, structure and behavior of design components, and some of the TROMLAB features.

12



4.2.1 Repository Management

VISTA repositories have an inherent hierarchical structure derived from the UNIX file structure.

At each level of the hierarchy, information in a file may be textual, organized as a linked list, or
organized hierarchically. Consequently, our retrieval algorithms are based on simple and effective
algorithms that search and manipulate hierarchical and linked structures. An overall advantage of
this approach is that the initial set-up cost is low, and costs are incurred only incrementally on an
as-needed basis. There is no extensive up-front cost, which would be unavoidable had we opted
for a database approach. A database approach, as used in faceted classification, is more general,
more structured, and is more appropriate for a large-scale reuse. However,desigining a schema for
the repository and building inference engines for logic-based reasoning and retrieval of reusable
components is a problem yet to be solved.

There exists several types of relationships among the TROMLAB components. For example:
there are several relationships usedin composing Larch traits from one another; a Larch/C+-i- spec
ification may useoneormore Larch traits; a Larch traitmay bepartof a TROM class specification;
two TROM classes are related if they share a trait; a subsystem may include objects from several
reactive components; a TROM class may be a refinement of another TROM class. In general,
a component evolves when one of its included components is refined. During the development
of reactive systems, TROM class specifications should be composed and compiled first and then
can be followed by a compositionof SCS. A TROM class specification may include one or more
LSLtraits. A TROM class specification may be written from scratch or mayreuse another TROM
class specification. Similarly, LSLtraits may either be reused from the LSLlibrary or writtenfrom
scratch. A dynamic relationship arises when subsystems are constructed from TROM instances.

All these relationships are recorded by VISTA and used to navigate the componentrepositories.

4.2.2 Version Management

Throughout the development of a reactive system, TROMLAB components generally undergo
change and versioning. New components (not related to components in the repository) may be
constructed. Severalversions of a component existing in the repository may be under development.
The developer can invoke the version control mechanism in VISTA to manage these components
in the repository. For example, when the developer creates a new LSL trait, it is recorded as an
original version. If a new trait is derived later by modifying it, the refined trait is recorded as
a version in the reuse library. Versioning of TROM classes and subsystem components are also
controlled in a similar manner.

A version is a semantically meaningful snapshot of a design component at a point in time. In
general, the versions created for different applications have a hierarchical relationship as shown
in Figure 6. A child component is a derived version of its parent. Thus, a version may inherit
from its parent. That is, Vj may inherit from V'o and V22 may inherit from Vj but not directly

13



VQ(Design Object)

V 22

Figure 6: Version Hierarchy

from Vq. Siblings do not have any relationship to each other. An example version hierarchy of
TROMLAB components are shown in Figure 7. Suppose that OldSet, OldTrain, OldController
comprises OldTGC; if one or more of the new versions of components (Set, Train, Controller)

were added/modified to OldTGC, then it would become a new version (such as NewTGCl).

OldSet (LSL trait) OldTrain (TROM) OldController (TROM) OldTGC (Subsystem)

NewSetl NewSet2
NewTrain NewController

NewTGCl NewTGC2

NewTGC3

Figure 7: Versions in TROMLAB

As discussed above, there are three tiers of design components in the TROM methodology. It
is important to maintain and manage versions of each tier separately. For composing new LSL
specifications, only LSL traits and their versions are required. A version of an LSL trait is allowed
to add new signature and equations to the parent trait. All traits that are versions of a trait are

grouped together to facilitate their viewing and reuse; Versions of traits are managed hierarchi

cally. However, versions and newly composed traits (totally unrelated to traits in the repository)
are maintained in a separate repository. Separating those traits that have been verified to be se-

mantically correct from those that are their versions ensure both safety and flexibility for reuse.

Figure 8 shows relationships between verified LSL traits and new versions. Set includes Bool and
Nat, all three of which have been verified as semantically correct. These traits are maintained in

the LSL repository. Setl and Set2 are refinements of Set, while SetS refines Set2. Although these
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traits may have been shown syntactically correct, they are not guaranteed to be semantically cor
rect. Thus they are maintained in a separate LSLversions repository. The traitsSet,Setl, Set2, and
Set3 may be included in three different TROM classes. Similar design principles can be followed
in composing subsystems. The tool manages versions of all components to assist their effective
reuse.

Setl

Refinement

Structure

Bool

/^eT^
/ \

/ \

t \ \
\ \
\ \ Nat

\

Set2

Verified LSL
Library

Figure 8: Version Hierarchy for Traits

4.2.3 Navigation and Visualization

VISTA's search engines for the repositories facilitate navigation, visualization, and other tasks.
Navigation is accomplished as a guided tour, a metaphor borrowed from hypertext. Rather than
confined to a linear orderof components, VISTA users are able to move through a hypergraph of
components by following links to related components in a click-and-view style. The basicbuilding
blocks of a hypergraph are nodes and links. In VISTA, each component (programs, LCPPs, LSLs,
TROM classes) is a node with a type. Links define relationships between nodes. For example, a
link can connect a trait in LSL with a TROM indicating that the trait is an attribute of the TROM
object. Some links are directed, some are bidirectional (symmetric relationship), and some links
can be transitively traversed. A guided tour constrained by the direction of navigation in a link
enhances the power of navigation. When confronted with a large number of navigational possi
bilities, the guided tour approach usually will constrain to a few important choices. Components
can be inspected by moving from one component repository to another and within each repository
following the tour directed by VISTA. These navigational capabilities facilitate rapid traversal of
the repositories to locate target objects for reuse. Since links are set up based on the semantic
information of components, wherein navigation is helpful in zeroing in on the component with a
required functionality. Whenever the semantics of a TROM LAB component changes, it should be
recorded and the links changed to reflect the change. As component information changes, and the
numberof components in the repository varies, both nodes (components in repositories), and links
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(semantic relationships) must be modified. A software developer can become disoriented if the
resulting hypertext network is too complex and the navigation produces too many choices. This
complexity is avoided by localising the guided tours: the guided tours are non-intersecting and
within each guided tour only components of one type can be viewed and navigated.

Navigation builton thehypertext metaphor seems most suitable for retrieving reusable compo
nents. Developers can actively refinetheirsearch by inspecting software components anddeciding
the direction for further navigation. Thus, developers are in control of the identification process
and consequently able to conduct a thorough search. The interactive nature of navigation and com
ponent inspection results in a better understanding of the repository contents. This in turn reduces

search time and cost in this and future endeavours. The hypertext based search can withstand the
growth of repository contents. Components withineach type can be added withoutaffecting search
performance. New component types can also be added without affecting search quality. The ben
efits of this navigational aid provided in VISTA will have a favorable impact on the potential for
reusing components in the TROMLAB environment.

4.2.4 Reuse Promotion via VISTA

Software reuse in the context of component repositories can be accomplished in two ways: (i)
when an application makes a call to a component that already exists in the repository, and (ii)
when a developer designs an application that uses a component developed in the context of another
application, and, as a result, has been stored in the repository. VISTA enables reuse of the second
instance; that is, the focus is on reuse that occurs during software construction, where software
developers experience the greatestdifficulties in finding reusable softwareproducts.

Component reuse is usually preceded by an exploration of the set of candidates from the repos
itory. Thisis accomplished by VISTA's querying and navigation capabilities. When the identifica
tion process is concluded, the user will have located and retrieved a small set of applicable com
ponents that can be reused. More importantly, this process will yield information about whether
there are components with the appropriate functionality that are in the repository. This decision
will assist the developer in decidingwhetheror not to builda componentfrom scratch. Navigating
through the basic components may also lead to viewing versions of the components, which have
already been tried in different applications. The various guided tours group together components
which have similar but distinct functionality. Developers can easily inspect similar objects by
following these guided tours.

Some of theretrieved components may notberelevant to theconstruction taskandthedeveloper
may wish to refine some of these components to fit the task. Using the editing facilities offered
by VISTA, a retrieved component may be edited. After a new component is developed, VISTA
enables syntax checking via Larch tool for Larch components or the interpreter for TROM classes
and SCS, which should be invoked before storing it in the appropriate repository. The developer
however, is responsible for the semantics of components.
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4.3 Implementation Issues

Two important implementation considerations became evident through the development of the
prototype. First, the components in the reuse repository evolve over two time frameworks: (1)
during the development of an application; and (2) during the independent development of Larch
components for various applications, not necessarily confined to real-time reactive systems. The
evolution of components in the first category are handled by the update queries in the system.
That is, the developers may invoke these query windows to save new components. Components
of the second kind may be added to the system manually. In either case, the relationship among
components must be determined after each update. Second, the system must be evaluated from
the experiences of people using the TROMLAB environment. Forexample, slow response times,
imprecise retrieval, and incomplete information retrieved will lead developers lose faith in the
system. They then would be reluctant to use the search facility. A compromise would be to
investigate more appropriate storage schemas and migrate the reuse repository to the new data
store. We caution that VISTA is not a general purpose reuse engine; it promotes reuse within a
very specific context.

5 Train Gate Controller System - An Example

A generalized version of the Train-Gate-Controller (TGC) problem has been used in the TROM
LAB simulation and verification [4]. To illustrate the reuse assistance provided by VISTA, we use
VISTA for building a transporation-domain application based on trains and gate.

In the TGC system, more than one train can cross a gate simultaneously from multiple parallel
tracks. A train can independently choose the gate it will cross, based on its destination. So the
interacting entities in the system are trains, controllers and gates. Figure 3 show the TROM class
specification of a controller.

The SCS of the TGC system, shown in Figure 4, is obtained by composing instances of con
troller, train and gate classes. For example, a system configured with three trains, two controllers,
and two gates will have the following ports and links: each train will have two ports referring to
the controller; each controller will have two ports referring to the train and one port referring to
gate; each gate will have oneport referring to controller; one gate is linked to only one controller
by linking theunique port of the gate to thatport of controller referring to gate; each train is linked
to both controllers by linking the two ports of that train to oneportreferring to train in each con
troller. As seen, SCS permits configuration of a system in a succint manner. Figure 9 shows the
components and ports in this system configuration. A set of mtrains, n controllers and n gates are
composed as shown below:

1. Train Ports - Ti: ca, c^, Ciz,..., Ci„, 1<i<m
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Figure 9: Train Gate Controller System with 3 Trains, 2 Controllers and 2 Gates

2. Controller Ports - Ci: it,2, ti3, •• •, tim, 1<i<n : gi, 1<i<n

3. Gate Ports - G, ; c', l<i<n

Therefore, the port links are between trains and controllers, and controllers and gates as below.

1. LinkCTi, Cj): c,j tji, l<i<m; l<j<n

2. Link(Gi, Gi): gi ^ c'-, l<i<n

VISTA provides the following reuse facilities:

1. Composingdifferent TGCs without changing the functionality and time constraints of reac
tive components. The numberof trains, controllers, gates may be varied, which will require
redefining the number of ports and port links. These systems can be validated through sim
ulation.

2. Composing different TGCs after redefining some or all time constraints.

3. Anobject instantiated from a new reactive component can be introduced in a subsystem with
other existing reactive objects.

4. The Settrait in Controller component can be replaced bya Queue trait, thus obtaining a new
Controller that can be used in other applications.
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6 Conclusion

The major motivation for this research came from two objectives: (1) to provide an on-line facil
ity to view, select and reuse LSL traits and LCPP specifications created by the black-box reuse
research (BBRS) group [5]; and (2) to provide an active reuse method for TROMLAB compo
nents. Since LSL and LCPP are themselves components in the TROMLAB, it was decidedto build
VISTA to achieve both the objectives.

6.1 Related Work

VISTA ismuch like anelectronic library that supports the maintenance and management ofreusable
reactive components in TROMLAB. While other researchers[14, 15, 7] have developed browsers
and specification environments, VISTA draws from and improves upon this work along several
lines, such as information management and maintenance, throughout the software development
lifecycle process. Viewing the development of software as an information management problem
is not new; however, the methods that we use to design different repositories, one for each kind
of component and relate them according to the TROM methodology are new and novel within the
context of reactive system development.

Browsers exist for developing Z[14] and Larch[15] specifications. VISTA, however, is both
more general and more specific than these browsers: more general in the sense that in addition
to developing Larch specifications, VISTA can be used in the much wider context of TROMLAB;
more specific because it is geared toward real-time reactive systems and coexists and cooperates
with other tools in the TROMLAB environment.

VISTA allows navigation through components stored at different layers of abstractions, which
include LSL traits, Larch/C-i-+(LCPP) interface specifications, TROM classes, subsystems, and
their relationships. VISTA also manages different versions of each component, and inheritance
(and subtype) relationships among components. VISTA provides a specification development en
vironment for TROMLAB components, invokes the appropriate syntax checkers, and helps the
userdevelop dependable components ready for reuse, and then facilitates reuse through its brows
ing facilities. Unlike specification-based browsing of software components[7] that supports code
reuse, VISTA supports specification reuse as well as code reuse.

6.2 Future Enhancements

Some of our future research directions are:

• Application pf VISTA during theentire Software Life Cycle

• Enhance VISTA to trace dependencies between objects/components at any phase
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• Apply heterogeneous database technologies for efficient retrieval and manipulation of ob
jects/components in VISTA

• Create/Integrate an automatic Larch formal specification-based testing tool(s) in VISTA

Apply this work in a real industry to study the benefits and challenges of software reuse,

particularly in the context of real-time reactive system development.

Among these the challenging direction of further research is the integration of heterogeneous
database technologies with Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) environment for au
tomating the different phases of the reuse process. This is the natural step to take when TROMLAB
is used by a larger communityfor the developmentof large-scalereal-time reactive systems where
a large number of components may be reused.

6.3 Contributions

This paper presents an approach for reuse of specification components along with the design and
development of VISTA, a visual tool supporting specification reuse through inspection, navigation,
adaptation, and informal reasoning integrated with version management of components. Whereas
otherreuse approaches provide the capability to select reusablecomponents based on their specifi
cations, what is reused is the implementation. Our approach, on the other hand, focuses on reusing
specification and design components. This not only supports selecting reusable components dur
ing design but also active validationand verificationof the reused component in the context of the
system in the design pahse. This enables earlier detection of defects caused by inappropriate reuse
of a component. It also supports more complete analysis of system properties during design than
could be supported without including the component specifications and associated properties.
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